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Meeting Objectives

CIID & CIFR Technical Assistance Services Overview

State Discussion and Feedback to CIID & CIFR

- Sources of IDEA Fiscal Data
- Fiscal Data Utilization
- Use of the State Longitudinal Data System (SLDS)
How can CIID technical assistance help you?
CIID Technical Assistance

Data Integration

- People Process Systems
- Data Integration Toolkit

Generate: Common Education Data Standards (CEDS) based P20W data system that includes fiscal elements

- Implementation process in 13 state educational agencies (SEAs)
How can CIFR technical assistance help you?
CIFR Technical Assistance

For maintenance of state financial support (MFS), local educational agency maintenance of effort (LEA MOE), coordinated early intervening services (CEIS), and allocation of IDEA Part B subgrants to LEAs:

- Build state capacity to understand and meet federal obligation to collect and report high quality IDEA fiscal data
- Help document and improve IDEA fiscal procedures
Facilitated State Discussion

We want to hear from you!
Discussion Questions

1. Do you utilize data from your SLDS to inform your work?
   a. If not – why, what are the barriers?
   b. If so – what are some examples?

2. What kinds of questions do you need to answer that require both fiscal and program/student data?
   a. From where do you get that data?
   b. How hard/easy is it for you to answer these questions?
More Discussion Questions

3. What are the sources of fiscal data that you rely on?
   a. Are those sources linked to your SLDS?

4. Does the fiscal data steward participate in agency data governance?
Please complete a session evaluation form before leaving.

Your input is important in helping us develop meaningful content for states.

Thank you!
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